RCP WOUND HEALING COMPOUND
RCP WOUND HEALING COMPOUND, a specially formulated high quality
petroleum jelly with PLANT HORMONAL ADDITIVES, is ideal dressing for treating
panel and bark wounds.

RCP WOUND HEALING COMPOUND assists the healing of wounds and quickens
development of new bark and is packed in 1kg plastic contatiners.
RECOMMENDED USAGE
Bark Wounds
Apply RCP WOUND HEALING COMPOUND on the freshly exposed surfaces of the
wound caused by poor tapping, slashing or animals feeding on the bark.
Fire Damage
Excise all infected bark to expose the healthy tissues and apply RCP WOUND
HEALING COMPOUND
IMPORTANT
The wound should be dry before applying the dressing to ensure adhesion.
ACTIVE INGREDIENTS
Plant Hormone …………. 0.1%
Inert Ingredient …………99.9%
WARRANTY
The information herein contain is to the best of our knowledge true and accurate but any
recommendations or suggestions which may be made are made without guarantee
whatsoever since the conditions of use are beyond our control. We must disclaim any
liability incurred in connection with use of the product.
CAUTION
a. Harmful if swallowed.
b. Wash thoroughly after skin contact.
c. Keep away from foodstuffs, children and animals.
d. Do not eat, drink or smoke while treating.

PROCEDURES FOR APPLICATION OF RCP WOUND HEALING COMPOUND
FOR TREATMENT OF WOUNDS CAUSED BY BAD TAPPING
1) This product is most effective for application on the first two basal virgin panels in
tapping ( Panels BO-1 & BO-2 ) because of the need to ensure smooth bark renewal on
these two panels which will be re-tapped ( Panels B1-1 & B1-2 )
2) The freshly created wounds on the panel just above the tapping cut i.e where due to
very tapping the wood has been exposed are to be marked out.
3) In situations where the wounds are few ( 1 or 2 ), wound healing compound is applied
liberally with the aid of a brush over the area of the wounds with some partial application
over the bark surrounding the wound. The application must totally cover the wounded
surfaces.
4) In situations where there are several wounds it is best to apply the wound healing
compound liberally as a strip , 2 to 3 cm width over the area freshly tapped above the
tapping cut.
5) It is very critical and important that the wound healing compound is applied within a
few days of the wound being detected and when it is still very fresh, so that with the aid
of the wound healing compound, proper callusing of the tissue surrounding the wound
can take place and the callused tissues eventually covering the wounded surfaces.
6) In the event of rain interference within 24 hours after application of the wound healing
compound it is recommended that reapplication be carried out.
7) The wound healing compound will not be helpful in promoting callusing if it is applied
after the wounds have dried up and the tissues surrounding the wound are dead. The time
of application after the wound is created is therefore very important in order as to get the
best results from application of the wound healing compound.
8) Under normal circumstances and when the wound healing compound is applied very
liberally, there is no necessity for re-application over the same wound with the exception
of rain interference.
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